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Dear Parents,

With Covid-19 still a threat, Sunrise Association Day Camps have developed protocols for the summer of 2021 
that are designed to minimize the threat of infection at camp.  These guidelines were developed with input 
from our medical directors, medical consultants, and in conjunction with guidance from the CDC, as well as 
experts in the field of camping. So while we will still be engaging in many of the activities that are highlighted in 
this brochure, we will be doing so in ways that can mitigate the spread of Covid-19. Among them:

 • Smaller groups that are self-contained and do not interact with others
 • Socially distant bus transportation with constant air-flow
 • Mask wearing (required of all campers and staff)
 • Continuous cleaning and disinfecting throughout the grounds
 • Daily screening of all children, staff and visitors
 • Modification or elimination of activities which require direct physical interactions

By adhering to these and other modifications, we hope to provide a safe, fun summer for your child(ren), filled 
with all the magic and joy that has come to define Sunrise.  

More information on procedures and policies for Sunrise Association Day Camps 2021 is available on our 
website (www.sunriseassociation.org) and in the information packets that accompany our registration forms.  
And of course, we will be closely monitoring local and national Covid trends in the months leading up to camp, 
adjusting our procedures as needed. 

And finally, an online option will be available for children and families who would prefer to attend a virtual 
camp this summer.

While we will be undertaking numerous enhanced health and safety measures, it is important to note that an 
inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 still exists in any place where other people are present. As such, we urge 
you to consult your child’s physician and to carefully consider which camp program may be best for your family. 

As always, we look forward to magical, fun and safe summer for your children.

Warmly,

Hor zon
Baltimore, MDStaten Island, NY

Arnie Preminger
President & CEO

Michele Vernon
Sr. V.P. for Camping Services















Aurora Day Camp is a proud member of the Sunrise Association, 
whose mission is to bring back the joys of childhood to children with cancer and their siblings world-wide, 

through the creation of Day Camps, Year-Round Programs and In-Hospital Recreational Activities, all offered free of charge.

Aurora Day Camp is afiiliated with many of the most renowned hospitals and medical centers working in the field of pediatric oncology. 
In Atlanta we work in partnership with Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta.

Aurora Day Camp also works cooperatively with medical institutions, resident camps and other organizations 
with expertise in children’s oncology and camping. 

“The cure happens at camp.” –Michael, Camper Parent
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Aurora Day Camp is a proud member of the Sunrise Association
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